BY-LAWS
A By-Laws revision package has been sent to all members of the College of Fellows. It contains amendments to By-Laws that will be submitted to the Fellows Committee for their comments. The revised By-Laws as审议 establishing a key change required by the By-Laws.

This follows an extensive consultation process during which more than 70 Fellows read the proposed changes. By-Laws are the most important document in the College of Fellows.

The By-Laws Committee received comments from members of the College of Fellows on the personal requirements to the admission of new Fellows. The Board of Governors subsequently endorsed the final draft of the revised By-Laws that will be submitted for ratification at the next Annual General Meeting of the College of Fellows.

RESEARCH GRANTS

The Society has as its chief objective to promote the advancement of geographical knowledge and to encourage the participation of Fellows in society. As such, it has awarded more than $516,944 in a number of research grants. The following is a list of some of the major awards made in 2012:

- **Canadian Award for Environmental Innovation**: Awarded to Dr. Graeme Wynn, a leading historical geographer and environmental historian and a Fellow of the Society.
- **Canadian Award for Environmental Research**: Awarded to Sir Christopher Ondaatje, in recognition of his contributions to environmental science and policy.
- **Canada and the Society jointly presented the 2011 Canadian Award for Environmental Innovation**: Awarded to Dr. Lynn Mailliard, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.
- **Canada and the Society jointly presented the 2011 Canadian Award for Environmental Research**: Awarded to Dr. Graeme Wynn, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

For Fiscal 2011-2012 the Expeditions Committee received seven out of 14 applications for support, receiving $22,000. The approved expeditions included:

- **International Polar Year Expedition**: Led by Anthony Fudge.
- **Kavli Royal Society Partnership**: Led by Dr. Graeme Wynn.
- **Canadian Award for Environmental Innovation**: Awarded to Dr. Lynn Mailliard, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.
- **Canada and the Society jointly presented the 2011 Canadian Award for Environmental Innovation**: Awarded to Dr. Graeme Wynn, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.
- **Canada and the Society jointly presented the 2011 Canadian Award for Environmental Research**: Awarded to Dr. Lynn Mailliard, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.
- **Canada and the Society jointly presented the 2011 Canadian Award for Environmental Research**: Awarded to Dr. Graeme Wynn, a leading environmental scientist and a Fellow of the Society.
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USDA-FS, a partner of the Calgary Stampede. Students will work in groups to design their own travel brochure promoting the event.

**Adapting to the Changing Economy**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (ON): After discussing the difference between for-profit and not-for-profit advertising and marketing strategies used to attract visitors to the Calgary Stampede, students will identify the key elements used in the Calgary Stampede’s advertising campaigns and importance of the event.

**The Calgary Stampede Today**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (NL): After discussing different forms of advertising and marketing strategies used to attract visitors to the Calgary Stampede, students will identify the key elements used in the Calgary Stampede’s advertising campaigns and importance of the event.

**The Calgary Stampede’s Traditions**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (BC): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede in the Classroom**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Alberta): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (BC): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Ontario): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Atlantic): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Western): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Central): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Southern): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Eastern): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (International): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Regional): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (National): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Global): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Local): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Community): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Family): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Teen): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.

**The Calgary Stampede Student Resource Book**: A look at Calgary Stampede’s posters (Special): With two activities written for each instructional level (elementary, intermediate and secondary level), students will use the online interactive map as well as the Calgary Atlas to explore the Calgary Stampede. They will compare this map to what they have learned about the event. Throughout the city, more live music, stage performances, cookouts, exhibitions, pancake breakfasts, and parades transform Calgary into a part of ‘The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.’ Tourists and Calgarians alike crowd Stampede Park.